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Shure Super 55 Microphone

The Super 55 Deluxe Vocal Microphone features a signature satin chrome-plated
die-cast casing, Supercardioid polar pattern, vibrant blue foam, and tailored
frequency response for natural vocals and speech. Integrated, swivel stand
mount is included.

The combination of updates make the Super 55 the ideal choice when looking
for a dramatic – yet affordable – improvement in sound quality with an
unmistakable vintage design.

Ideal for stage, studio recording, podcasting, and other sound applications
where a stand-mounted microphone with a classic look is desired.

https://www.promusicalaska.com/store/recording-equipment/shure-super-55-microphone/


Features
Iconic chrome-plated design with vibrant blue color additions
Tailored frequency response for natural vocals and speech
High gain-before-feedback and excellent off-axis rejection
Shock-mounted cartridge minimizes handling noise and ensures quiet operation
Rugged die cast casing for reliability under rigorous conditions
Self-tensioning swivel mount, permits tilting through 45 degrees forward and
80 degrees backward

Summary: The Shure Super 55 is a dynamic microphone with vintage-style
design, perfect for use on stage or in the studio. The Super 55 features a
supercardioid polar pattern that isolates the sound source and minimizes
background noise, making it ideal for use in live performances and on-stage
interviews. The Super 55’s rich, warm sound and classic design make it a
great choice for singers, emcees and spoken word performances, and it’s a
perfect complement to any vintage-inspired sound and aesthetic.

UPC 042406171991

Price: $319.00 $249.00

SKU: 6214

Categories: Live Sound & Lighting, Microphones, Recording Equipment

Tags: Mics

Product Short Description :

The Super 55 features the vintage design of the original iconic vocal
microphone with a frequency response tailored for natural-sounding vocals and
speech.

Stand-mounted microphone for live and studio vocal applications
Dynamic cartridge with supercardioid polar pattern
Satin chrome-plated die-cast casing and vibrant blue foam
Includes Super 55 with integrated swivel stand mount, zippered storage bag,
and user guide
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